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POK is well known as the best supplier to the fire brigades, but what we

don't know much about, is POK's presence within very specialized industries.

POK INSIGHT presents you two of these industries.

Pascal Cambournac - International Sales Director

 : pascal.cambournac [at] pok-fire.com  : + 33 (0) 6 26 42 79 55

POK: French Navy partner

Fifteen months after its entry into dry dock, the aircraft carrier Charles de

Gaulle was refloated. The ship is now ready for a new deployment in the

upcoming months.

This colossal project involved 2,100 people over a period of 18 months. The

redesign has represented more than 4 million working hours, including 1.8

million hours of engineering.

Commissioned in 2001, the Charles de Gaulle was put in condition to operate

for the next 20 years.

http://jk3h.mjt.lu/nl2/jk3h/0zig.html?
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POK welcomes this new departure and takes the opportunity to wish good

fortune to this ship, which is equipped with POK fire-fighting equipment.

POK continues to faithfully serve the French army (equipping submarines,

friguates), and many other foreign navies. 

Please find below our Marine brochure which introduces the POK fire-fighting

products.

POK: Nuclear industry partner

Unlike its neighbours, France does not have enough energy resources (gas,

oil or coal) to produce its own electricity. Due to the oil crisis in the 70s,

France had no choice but to develop the nuclear energy.

France has the world's largest nuclear base, as a proportion of its population,

with 58 reactors spread over 19 nuclear sites. Each year, approximately 405

TWh of nuclear energy is produced.

An EPR reactor (3rd generation) - with a capacity of 1,650 MWe - is currently

https://www.pok-fire.com/media/flyers/pdf/PLA_01105_Flyer%20FR-EN_Marine_Marine.pdf


under construction at the Flamanville power plant site.

POK is a privileged partner of the nuclear sector, offering a wide range of

firefighting equipment. Among our many customers in this field, the Chinese

Nuclear Authorities, who recently visited the Nogent-sur-Seine nuclear power

plant.

Find below our "Nuclear Industry" brochure.
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